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ABSTRACT
BUGgy Adventure is a resource package that provides useful information on the
common bugs found at home. It aims to encourage students ages 12-16 to learn
outside of school and the nature around them, and to allow them to identify poisonous
insects.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Rationale

When we encounter an unknown insect at home, we get very intrigued about it.
However, it was very difficult for us to get the information about the insect, as there was
no easily accessible information out there about the different insects commonly found in
Singapore households. Even if one tries to search about the insect online, it might take
a very long time as not only do they not know of the insect name, but the sources about
insects are all over the place with no website which compiles all the commonly found
insects at home. This therefore stops us from learning more from the comfort of our
home. Furthermore, we did not know whether the insect was poisonous, which could
have negative and severe consequences if bitten or stung by them. We thus wanted to
create a resource which would allow one to get information about the insects easily and
know what to do if they had encountered with one, to heighten one’s learning as well as
to prevent needless injuries.

1.2

Objectives

The objectives of BUGgy Adventure were to:
● Encourage students to learn outside of school
● Provide them with further knowledge on insects commonly found in Singapore’s
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households
● Have more interest about insects around them
● Know how to recognise and what to do should they encounter poisonous insects
commonly found in Singapore’s households

1.3

Target Audience

The target audience was students age 12-16, Primary 6 to Secondary 4 students.

1.4

Resources

For this project, we have a website with information about the different common insects
found in homes in Singapore. We also have posters and brochures which includes facts
about different insects with scannable QR codes which directs users to our site.
Furthermore, we also have a query programme. When the user encounters an insect
they do not know of, they can open this query programme at the click of one button.
This programme will prompt the users a series of questions regarding the
characteristics of the insect. Upon answering the questions, a list of possible insects
(commonly found in Singapore households) they have encountered will be shown, with
the information of it, as well as what to do should anyone encounter with it.
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There

REVIEW
were

other

websites

such

as

Wikipedia,

WebMD.com

and

tidechaser.blogspot.com. However, WebMD.com only shows the commonly found
household bugs in other countries, and not locally. Furthermore, it does not have
information regarding the different species of a certain insect as well as their traits and
what to do should there be an infestation, preventing learning. For Wikipedia, the
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information given is good, but it is extremely lengthy. It also gives information on all the
insects in the world, but not locally. As for tidechaser.blogspot.com, it shows all the
possible insects found in Singapore, but not commonly found at home. This website is
also more of a biology learning package where they give scientific explanation of the
different parts of the insect, but no information regarding what to do when encountered
with them or how to tell the signs of infestation. We also could not find any sources
which allow one to identify an unknown insect should any encounter with one.

Wikipedia webpage.
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METHODOLOGY

3.1

Needs Analysis

A needs analysis was conducted to ascertain the relevance of such a project. A
questionnaire was constructed to establish the respondents’ position on their knowledge
on insects. Indeed, most of the 70 respondents who were students age 12-16 indicated
that they did not have much knowledge on insects and were unable to identify the traits
of a poisonous insect. They were also unsure of how to get rid of them safely and
properly should they encounter one. 35 of them said that a resource package on this
topic would be helpful and about 30 of them said maybe and a minority of 5 people said
no. We originally planned to cover all the insects found in Singapore, but after feedback
given from our surveys and the judges after proposal evaluation, we narrowed our
scope to cater for the commonly found insects in Singapore’s households.

3.2

Survey Results

1 being little or no knowledge on the topic, 10 being having a vast knowledge on the
topic.
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3.3.1

Website

A review was carried out on the various websites on insects in Singapore and
information was collected from them. Pictures were also collected from various websites
to provide visual support and for users to understand better. This information and
pictures were then added to our BUGgy Adventure Google Site.

3.3.2

Posters and Brochure

We also made 2 posters and a brochure. The posters and brochure gave bite-sized
information for easy digestion of the information on common insects in Singapore like
mosquitoes, and for them to be interested to learn more on our website. The posters
and brochure both have QR codes that redirect the users to our website.
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3.3.3

Query

We also created a query. The query works by prompting the user with a series of
questions, then the user would answer the questions. This narrows the number of
possible insects, by for example, whether the insect is winged or not, the colour, and the
size of the insect. This makes it easier for users to identify the bug they had
encountered. The user will also receive immediate information on what to do when
encountered with the insect. For example, if the insect is poisonous, it would prompt the
user the correct steps to take to ensure the safety of the user. If it is not poisonous, it
would prompt the user to leave it alone.

3.4

Pilot Test

The resource package (Website, Posters, Brochure, Query) was shared with students.
We received a total of 50 responses. We prompted the students to rate our website,
posters, brochure and query, and we received positive results. We also asked some of
our classmates and friends for some feedback and it was generally positive.
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1 being very bad, 5 being very good.
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12

Some feedback given.
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OUTCOME & DISCUSSION

We conducted a pilot test and from the results, we saw that the query was very difficult
to use and the people who tried it said it was not user friendly. We thus completely
changed the query into one which was more user-friendly where users did not need to
type out their answer, but only required to click or tap their electronic devices. We also
made one new poster and brochure, added more pictures and information to the
website, as well as tried to work on all the areas of improvements we have received.
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The first question that would be prompted.

The second question that would be prompted.
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Displays the possible insects that the user could have encountered.
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CONCLUSION

BUGgy Adventure had been a challenging project to undertake as it required many
hours of rigorous work to design the platform, collate the pictures and information,
design the poster and brochure and make the query. The whole project journey had
enabled the group to develop many skills. Critical thinking and creativity were crucial
during the initial stages of the project, especially during the design stage for the website,
query, posters and brochures. Perseverance and patience were the elements that
enabled the completion of the project.
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